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ABSTRACT
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Intergenerational Persistence of 
Education, Smoking and Birth Weight: 
Evidence from Three Generations*

The identification of factors affecting birth weight is a key issue in human development 

due to its established associations with long-term health, educational and labour-market 

outcomes. This paper exploits intergenerational information on three generations 

(grandparents-parents-children) to explore the effects of parental education and different 

parental smoking behaviours on birth weight. We use the intergenerational association 

between grandparents’ education and smoking behaviour and the corresponding parental 

variables to aid the identification of parents’ education and smoking on birth weight. 

We employ rich intergenerational data drawn from the US National Longitudinal Study 

of Adolescent to Adult Health and a flexible two-stage residual inclusion approach. We 

find that there is a strong intergenerational persistence of education levels and smoking 

behaviours across generations. Higher parental education reduces the likelihood of 

children’s low birth weight, although the effect appears to be mainly driven by fathers. 

While maternal smoking during pregnancy increases the occurrence of low birth weight, 

especially among non-white parents, parental regular smoking (of either mothers or fathers) 

does not seem to greatly affect birth weight. Results are confirmed by robustness checks 

excluding direct effects of grandparents’ smoking while in utero and using an instrumental 

variable for parental education.
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1 Introduction

It is well-established that ill-health at birth is systematically associated with a range of

adverse outcomes across the whole life-cycle (Almond and Currie, 2011; Conti and Heckman,

2012; Almond et al., 2018). Low birth weight (often defined as weighting less than 2,500g at

birth; OECD, 2019) is commonly used as a predictor of poor general health as it is strongly

correlated with several short- and long-term negative health outcomes, including disability

and mental ill-health (Currie and Hyson, 1999; Marmot, 1997; Figlio et al., 2014; Linsell

et al., 2015; Mathewson et al., 2017); as well as broader detrimental outcomes such as lower

educational attainment, increased probabilities of unemployment and lower lifetime earnings

(Behrman and Rosenzweig, 2004; Case et al., 2005; Linnet et al., 2006; Black et al., 2007;

Royer, 2009; Trickett et al., 2020). As a result, the identification of key factors affecting

birth weight, especially those that are modifiable, is still among the most relevant policy

issues in human development.

While there is a large literature on the determinants of birth weight, previous studies

have rarely considered the potential role played by the intergenerational persistence of so-

cioeconomic status on the birth weight of future generations. More specifically, though there

is an extensive body of evidence suggesting strong intergenerational correlations in human

capital (Currie and Moretti, 2003; Black et al., 2005; Doyle et al., 2005; Lindeboom et al.,

2009), previous studies have not yet considered whether the intergenerational persistence in

education levels across two generations would influence the birth weight of a third generation.

Equally, despite known intergenerational associations in risky health-behaviours (Banderali

et al., 2015; Hines et al., 2021; Osborne and Bailey, 2022), papers in this area traditionally

focus on two generations and do not often consider potential effects on the health (or birth

weight) of subsequent generations. Therefore, earlier empirical contributions on the effects

of education and smoking behaviour on children’s health have mostly addressed the link be-

tween parents (often mothers) and children. Yet, whether the intergenerational persistence

of socioeconomic status across previous generations could be used to examine the initial

health endowment of future generations has not been investigated empirically.

The main objective of this paper is to revisit the determinants of birth weight by ex-
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ploiting intergenerational information across three generations. In particular, we employ

intergenerational correlations in education and smoking behaviour between grandparents

and parents to inform the effects of parental education and smoking on children’s birth

weight via a two-stage residual inclusion model (Terza et al., 2008; Wooldridge, 2014). This

implies predicting the potentially endogenous parental education and smoking behaviour

variables using grandparents’ education and smoking, respectively, via first stage equations.

We then use the first-stage residuals in corresponding second-stage equations to account for

unobserved confounders while investigating the effects of parental education and smoking

on birth weight. We estimate two-stage residual inclusion models separately for education

and different parental smoking behaviours (maternal smoking during pregnancy and parental

regular smoking) and a model including the effects of both parental education and smoking,

as well as their interaction, into a single second-stage equation. The latter model allows

exploring whether the effects of parental education and smoking behaviour on birth weight

might influence each other. We explore the sensitivity of our results through several ro-

bustness checks, including the use of a sub-sample of deceased grandparents (i.e. excluding

the presence of a direct effect of grandparents’ smoking on children’s development while in

utero), and using grandparents’ migraine as an instrument for parental education following

the approach of Sabia and Rees (2011).

We draw rich multi-generational information from the National Longitudinal Study of

Adolescent to Adult Health (Add Health). Add Health is a panel survey following a na-

tionally representative sample of US high school students initially interviewed in grades 7-12

during 1994-95. This cohort of individuals is followed throughout adolescence and adulthood

via four follow-up interviews (1996; 2001; 2008; 2018). It includes rich information on the

main respondents’ socioeconomic status, education, physical and psychological well-being,

relevant behaviours as well as labour supply and family formation when they become adults.

Importantly, Add Health encompasses three generations as, in addition to detailed longitu-

dinal data on the main respondents (generation II), it also collects variables on the main

respondents’ parents (generation I) as well as their children (generation III).

We find strong intergenerational persistence in education and smoking across generations

throughout all our first-stage equations. Results from our second-stage (main) equations
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show that higher parental education decreases the probability of low birth weight while

parental smoking, especially mothers’ smoking during pregnancy, increases it. Heterogeneity

analyses further suggest that the positive effect of parental education might be mainly driven

by fathers, particularly among white families. When the effects of parental education and

smoking are jointly estimated, their combined effect does not appear to be statistically

significant, potentially suggesting that the effects of education and smoking behaviours might

be independent of each other. Results seem to be confirmed by models estimated on a sub-

sample of main respondents whose parents were deceased before the birth of their children

(therefore excluding a potential direct effect of grandparents’ smoking on grandchildren’s

health) and using grandparents’ migraine as an instrument for parental education.

This paper builds on and contribute to two strands of the literature, the ones on the de-

terminants of birth weight and the intergenerational persistence of risky health-behaviours.

First, we add to the existing literature on the factors affecting birth weight by exploring the

effects of parental education and different smoking behaviours on low birth weight while ac-

counting for the potential role played by the persistence across generations of socioeconomic

status (via education) and risky health-behaviours (via smoking). While previous papers

have estimated the effects of parental education and smoking behaviour, they mainly focused

on two generations and have not used information on the intergenerational transmission of

human capital or risky health-behaviours to aid the identification of parental effects. We also

extend current analyses by including the effects of both education and smoking behaviours,

typically considered separately, as well as their interaction. We explore such effects among

same-sex descendants and by ethnicity (white versus non-white). Second, we contribute to

the growing literature on the intergenerational transmission of risky health-behaviours by

investigating whether the intergenerational persistence of smoking might affect the initial

health capital of a third generation. Previous contributions on the transmission of smoking

behaviour across generations rarely considered health effects on successive generations. In

addition and differently from most earlier analyses, we go beyond the effects of mothers’

smoking (during pregnancy) and also account for the effects of parental regular smoking,

including fathers’ smoking.
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2 Literature

Our analysis bridges the literature on the determinants of birth weight, especially studies

focused on the role of parental education, with the one on the intergenerational persistence of

risky health-behaviours. Most previous studies of the first strand employ two generations of

individuals and often emphasise the influence of mother’s education on birth weight. These

include the seminal paper of Currie and Moretti (2003) finding that higher maternal educa-

tion (instrumented via the availability of colleges for women in US counties where mothers

resided) increases children’s birth weight, and subsequent contributions exploring the effects

of parental socioeconomic status (as measured by income, education and occupation) on

several child health outcomes, including birth weight (Case et al., 2002; Doyle et al., 2005;

Currie, 2009; Lindeboom et al., 2009; McCrary and Royer, 2011). The overall message from

this literature is that while higher parental socioeconomic status appears to generally im-

prove child health outcomes and increase birth weight, estimates of the (causal) impact of

higher parental education seems to be more mixed and may depend on the policies changes

used to identify the effects of interest (e.g. the positive effect of Currie and Moretti, 2003,

identified using policies promoting college entrances vs the null effects of Lindeboom et al.,

2009, and McCrary and Royer, 2011, exploiting the 1947 raise of the school leaving age in the

UK and variations in school entry policies in the US, respectively). In any case, these stud-

ies do not appear to have considered the persistence of socioeconomic status across multiple

generations via education or risky health-behaviours and whether this could be exploited to

aid the identification of the determinants of birth weight.

Although there is a vast and increasing literature on the intergenerational transmission of

health (Ahlburg, 1998; Currie and Moretti, 2007; Coneus and Spiess, 2012; Johnston et al.,

2013; Thompson, 2014; Maystadt and Migali, 2021; Bencsik et al., 2023), there are less stud-

ies on the persistence of risky health-behaviours across generations, including smoking and

alcohol consumption (Göhlmann et al., 2010; Loureiro et al., 2010; Schmidt and Tauchmann,

2011; Brown and van der Pol, 2014). Though the latter studies tend to find strong intergen-

erational correlations between parents and children in smoking behaviour, they have not yet

considered potential effects on the birth weight of subsequent generations.
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Accordingly, we add to the literature by exploring the effects of parental education and

different smoking behaviours on low birth weight. We do so by employing empirical models

making use of the intergenerational persistence of education and smoking in previous gen-

erations for identification purposes. Our broader multi-generational approach may provide

a more comprehensive view of the long-term, cascading effects of socioeconomic status and

risky health-behaviors across generations. Furthermore, our analysis might contribute to

the broader literature on the intergenerational transmission of inequality (Eshaghnia and

Heckman, 2023) and dynastic human capital (e.g. Adermon et al., 2021), especially as the

latter is focused on the influence of the generations prior to the parental one.1

3 Data

We employ multi-generational data from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent to

Adult Health (Add Health). Add Health is a panel study representative of US students

initially in high school and subsequently followed throughout adolescence and adulthood.

Although Add Health currently includes five waves, given the objective of our analysis we

focus on relevant data from the first four waves, that is when the main respondents are in

grade 7-12 (wave I: 1994; wave II: 1995-1996) until they are aged 24-32 (wave III: 2001; wave

IV: 2008).

Importantly, we exploit information across the first four waves to link each main respon-

dent (generation II) with their parents (generation I) and their own children (generation III).

As such, Add Health is uniquely suited to this multi-generational approach since it includes

a wide range of variables on three generations. After matching all available information,

we find that of the 20,745 main respondents initially sampled (generation II in the paper),2

8,234 individuals become parents of 17,137 children (generation III).

1The recent work of Eshaghnia and Heckman (2023) is relevant for this study as it suggests that maternal
cognitive and social skills significantly influence educational choices, and these choices, along with maternal
smoking habits, play a crucial role in determining the likelihood of delivering small-for-gestational-age babies
(SGA). It also emphasises the relevance of maternal physical constitution as a strong determinant of delivering
an SGA baby, particularly among lower educated individuals.

2Note that this initial sample of 20,745 students includes an initial core sample of 12,105 individuals plus
extra samples of ethnic minorities; twins; individuals who were adopted; and other booster samples based
on disability status as well as African-American students with highly educated parents.
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3.1 Key variables

Add Health includes rich individual-level information covering three generations through-

out two questionnaires: the in-home questionnaire and the parent questionnaire. While

the former is a comprehensive survey answered in each wave by the main respondents, i.e.

the parents (generation II) in our analysis, the latter was issued in wave I and collects so-

ciodemographic information of the parents of the main respondents, i.e. the grandparents

(generation I) in our case. Importantly, variables on grandparents from the parent question-

naire are complemented by additional questions answered by the main respondents as part

of the in-home questionnaire in waves I and II. In addition, waves III and IV of the in-home

questionnaire cover information about main respondents’ biological children (generation III),

including their birth weight. The birth weight of the parents (generations II) was collected

as part of the parent questionnaire in wave I.

The main outcome of interest used in our models is low birth weight defined as a binary

variable indicating whether children (generations III) were born weighing ≤ 2,500g (5lb 8oz)

(OECD, 2019). As an alternative, birth weight measured as a continuous variable is also

used in some of our robustness checks. All models also include children’s biological sex as

male newborns tend to weigh more and this is captured by a binary variable accounting for

female children. While initially our models are estimated using any generations III children,

further sensitivity tests include only first-born children as birth weight tend to increase with

birth order (Bohn et al., 2021).

Parental (generation II) education is measured in years and based on the highest level

of education achieved by each individual as reported by the main respondent (either the

mother or the father) in the in-home questionnaire. Smoking during pregnancy is defined

using information provided in waves III-IV and only refers to mothers’ smoking behaviour.3

The variable capturing regular smoking defines whether at least one of the respondents

(either mothers or fathers) smoked a minimum of one cigarette on a daily basis in waves

III-IV, before their children were born.

3The question about whether mothers smoked during their pregnancies is answered by main respondents
(generation II) as part of the in-home questionnaire. When this question is answered by male respondents,
mothers are the daughters-in-law of grandparents (generation I).
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For the purpose of our analysis and to maximise the number of observations, information

on grandparents’ (generation I) education and smoking, is mainly drawn from waves I and

II in-home questionnaires answered by the main respondents (generation II). The level of

education of grandparents is defined using years of education corresponding to the highest

education level of each grandparent. Following common practice in the education literature

aimed at maximizing sample size (see Holmlund et al., 2011), our empirical models include a

variable based on the sum of both grandparents’ years of education. Grandparents’ smoking

status is defined as a binary variable, based on questions asking main respondents whether

their mothers or fathers were regular smokers. This variable takes the value of 1 if at least

one of the two grandparents was a regular smoker.

Our models also control for a wide range of observable characteristics specific to each

generation. A binary variable for biological sex (female) is included as a covariate for chil-

dren (generation III) together with a binary variable accounting for marital status (being

married) for grandparents (generation I). In addition, as part of our robustness checks, we

make use of a binary variable capturing whether at least one of the grandparents suffered

from migraine headache. Parents’ (generation II) covariates include the Peabody vocabu-

lary test score from wave I (a standard test assessing general cognitive abilities, Dunn and

Markwardt, 1970); three of the Big Five personality traits: extroversion, neuroticism and

conscientiousness; and binary proxies for risky attitudes and myopic behaviour.4 These sets

of variables capture respondents’ risk attitudes and noncognitive skills, which may also influ-

ence future choices around smoking and educational attainment. Other parental (generation

II) relevant variables also include the biological sex of the main respondent, whether their

own weight at birth was low (≤ 2,500g); general health (a binary variable with value 1 for

“excellent” or “very good health”, 0 otherwise); and Body Mass Index (BMI), measured as

a continuous variable on the BMI scale.

4Risky attitudes are defined via a binary indicator capturing at least one of the following behaviours: no
use of seat belts or no use of birth controls. Myopic behaviour is measured using answers from a question
asking main respondents whether they lived their life ”without giving too much thought to the future”, with
answers on a 5-point scale. A binary variable is constructed, taking the value of 1 if respondents answered
“strongly agree or agree”, 0 otherwise.
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3.2 Descriptive Statistics

Table 1 shows descriptive statistics of key variables for the three generations of individuals

used in the analysis. Looking at generation I, while both grandparents present similar levels

of education (around 14 years), a larger proportion of grandfathers appeared to have been

regular smokers (61 vs 51 percent). Also, around 68 percent of grandparents were married

and about 34 percent of them suffered from migraine headhache.

As expected, the average level of education of generation II, across both biological male

and female individuals, as measured by the number of years spent in formal education, is

slightly higher if compared to the one of generation I individuals. 14 percent of mothers

smoke during pregnancy, whereas the percentage increases to 36 when looking at the vari-

able capturing regular smoking among either mothers or fathers. 51 percent of individuals

in generation II are white (vs non-white), although we should keep in mind that African-

American adolescents (with highly educated parents) are oversampled (Harris, 2013). In

addition, biological female individuals represent 60 percent of generation’s II main respon-

dents. Interestingly, 11 percent of main respondents were born with low birth weight.

Children (generation III) present an even proportion of males and females. Importantly,

10 percent of the children were born with low birth weight while the average birth weight

is 7.19lb (corresponding to around 3,300g). This appears to be in line with standard birth

weights measured in the US at the time (Currie and Moretti, 2007; Tilstra and Masters,

2020; Kennedy-Moulton et al., 2022).

4 Empirical Approach

Standard statistical associations between parental variables and children’s birth weight might

be biased by unobserved factors which may affect both. To improve on simple correlations

and account for this potential issue, we exploit the intergenerational persistence in education

and smoking between grandparents (generation I) and parents (generation II). We use this to

aid the identification of the effects of parental education and smoking behaviour on children’s

(generations III) birth weight. More specifically, we follow Terza et al. (2008) and Wooldridge

(2014) and employ a control function approach, based on a flexible two-stage residual in-
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clusion model. This implies a first-stage equation estimating intergenerational correlations

between grandparents’ and parents’ education and smoking, separately. This first-stage

equation predicts the parental variable (either parental education or parental smoking) us-

ing among the predictors the corresponding grandparents’ variable (grandparents’ education

or grandparents’ smoking) and a series of other relevant controls. A second-stage equation

includes the residuals from the first-stage equation and estimates the effects of the parental

variable on children’s birth weight. The main idea behind this approach is that the residuals

from the first-stage equations account for the unobserved confounders affecting the parental

variable of interest.

Although we employ two different sets of covariates in the first- and second-stage equa-

tions, since we estimate two linear equations our two-stage model is effectively equivalent

to a standard two-stage least square estimator as well as to a two-stage predictor substitu-

tion model (Terza et al., 2008). The latter would imply the inclusion in the second-stage

equations of the predicted values of the endogenous parental variables obtained during the

same first-stage equations, rather than the corresponding residuals.5 This type of control

functions is based on an endogeneity test originally proposed by Hausman (1978).

The two-stage residual inclusion model implemented here takes the following form:

SESII = γ0 + γ1SESI + γ2X + ϵ (1a)

LowBWIII = β0 + β1SESII + β2Z + β3ϵ̂+ ξ (1b)

Where SES stands for socioeconomic status and indicates alternatively education or

smoking behaviour of parents (SESII) and grandparents (SESI), respectively. The first-

stage equation, Eq (1a), predicts SESII using SESI and X, which is a vector including

variables related to generation I-grandparents (marital status) as well as a relevant set of co-

variates related to generation II-parents such as the Peabody vocabulary test, biological sex,

risky attitudes, myopic behaviour, and three of the Big Five personality traits (extraversion,

neuroticism and conscientiousness). In Eq (1b), the second-stage equation exploring the ef-

5Results obtained using two-stage least squares and two-stage predictor substitution models are available
upon request as well as estimates produced using non-linear (probit) models for parental smoking behaviours
in our two-stage residual inclusion models.
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fects of the parental variables SESII (either education or one of the smoking behaviours) on

children’s birth weight LowBWIII , Z is an additional set of variables related to generation

II-parents that might be relevant controls for their children’s birth weight, such as parental

birth weight, general health and BMI. Moreover, the same equation also includes generation

III-children’s biological sex as this may play a role in influencing birth weight. Importantly,

as outlined in Terza et al. (2008) and Wooldridge (2014), the second-stage main equation

includes the residuals from the first-stage equation (ϵ̂) and the endogenous parental variable

(SESII).

We also consider, in a separate three-stage residual inclusion model, the combined effect

of parental education and smoking on birth weight, including the effects of both parental

education and smoking together with their interaction into a single second-stage equation.

In this case, the two first-stage equations, for parental education and smoking, are estimated

separately. That is, while equation (2a) estimates the intergenerational correlation between

grandparents’ education (EdI) and parental education (EdII), equation (2b) estimates the

intergenerational correlation between grandparents’ smoking (SmokI) and parental smoking

(SmokII).
6 In the second stage, the combined effect of parental education and smoking is

estimated on children’s birth weight as equation (2c) shows, including residuals from both

first-stage equations.

EdII = γ0 + γ1EdI + γ2X + ϵ (2a)

SmokII = δ0 + δ1SmokI + δ2X + µ (2b)

LowBWIII = β0 + β1EdII + β2SmokII + β3EdII ∗ SmokII + β4Z + β5ϵ̂+ β6µ̂+ ξ (2c)

Also in this framework, the endogenous parental variables (EdII , SmokII) and their in-

teraction are included in the second-stage equation (2c) together with the predicted residuals

of the two first-stage equations (ϵ̂ and µ̂). Therefore, this approach allows us to estimate

whether the effects of the two parental variables might interact or influence each other.

6Please note that in this model, education is defined as a binary variable taking the value 1 if respondents
have completed at least 17 years of education (i.e. they are highly educated and completed college), 0
otherwise.
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Effectively, we estimate five different residual inclusion models. Specifically, we estimate

three separate two-stage residual inclusion models (of the type described in Eqs 1a-b), one

looking at the effect of parental education on low birth weight and two investigating the

effects of alternative smoking behaviours: mothers’ smoking during pregnancy and parental

regular smoking. In addition, we estimate two distinct three-stage residual inclusion models

(as illustrated by Eqs 2a-c) exploring interactions between parental education and mothers’

smoking during pregnancy versus parental education and parental regular smoking, respec-

tively.

First-stage equations are estimated as either linear probability models (when the depen-

dent variables are binary variables defining mothers’ smoking during pregnancy or parental

regular smoking) or standard linear models (when the dependant variable is parental edu-

cation measured in years of education) whereas second-stage equations as generalized linear

models using a maximum likelihood estimator (Wooldridge, 2010). Estimates of the second-

stage equations are bootstrapped to compute reliable standard errors. The inclusion of the

estimated residuals from the first stage in the second-stage equations provides a direct test

of the endogeneity of our variables of interest (parental education and parental smoking be-

haviours), as discussed in Terza (2016, 2018). According to this test, the null hypothesis of

exogeneity is rejected if the estimated coefficient of the corresponding residual is statistically

significant.

5 Main results

Table 2 shows the results of the two-stage residual inclusion models considering the effects

of parental education and smoking behaviours on children’s birth weight separately. Panel 1

includes estimates from the first-stage equations while panel 2 the ones from the second-stage

(main) equations. Each of the three models (looking at the effects of parental education,

mothers’ smoking during pregnancy and parental smoking, respectively) was estimated with-

out as well as with covariates as reported in columns 1 and 2, correspondingly.

Estimates in columns 1 and 2 of Panel 1 show a strong intergenerational correlation be-

tween grandparents’ (generation I) and parents’ (generation II) education. An additional
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year of grandparents’ education is positively correlated with parental education (increasing

parental education between around 0.062 and 0.085 years), and the effect is highly statisti-

cally significant. In Panel 2, it can be observed that parental education (generation II) is

negatively correlated with the variable defining children’s (generation III) low birth weight.

This implies that an extra year of parental education is associated with a reduced probability

of children’s low birth weight by between 1.1 and 1.3 percentage points (pp). Notably, the

effect is larger and highly significant when including covariates (see column 2).

As displayed in Panel 1 columns 3-6, grandparents’ regular smoking is associated with

a higher probability (around 11pp) that mothers would smoke during pregnancy and that,

more generally, parents would also regularly smoke (with an increase of around 18pp).7 As

a result, these findings also show the expected strong and highly statistically significant

intergenerational effects. In Panel 2, we observe a positive effect of maternal smoking during

pregnancy on the probability of low birth weight. This appears to suggest that maternal

smoking during pregnancy is associated with an increased probability of low birth weight

of around 10pp, and this effect becomes statistically significant at 1% after adding controls

(see column 4). Estimates of the second-stage equations (Panel 2) for models focusing on

parental regular smoking also present positive coefficients, though their effects are smaller

and only weakly significant (see columns 5 and 6, respectively).

As for other covariates, parents’ low birth weight (generation II) is statistically significant

at 1 percent and presents a positive sign. This implies that there might be a certain degree of

persistence in the intergenerational transmission of low birth weight (about 3.6pp), at least

in part due to a shared genetic endowment, with potential implications on the perpetuation

of low socioeconomic status across generations (Currie and Moretti, 2007). Interestingly,

the parent’s BMI does not appear to be statistically significant while the biological sex of

the parent (”female”) is associated with a slightly higher probability of children’s low birth

weight. Finally, parental (good) health only appears to be strongly statistically significant

for the model looking at the effect of parental education.

7Note that since the question about mothers’ smoking during pregnancy is answered by the main respon-
dent (who could be either the father or the mother of the child), the effects of grandparents’ regular smoking
on mothers’ smoking during pregnancy are estimated for mothers who could be either their daughters (if the
main respondent was indeed the mother) or their daughters-in-law (if the main respondent was the father).
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Looking at the residuals of the first-stage equations, as expected we reject the null hypoth-

esis of exogeneity for parental education and maternal smoking during pregnancy, although

corresponding estimates are highly statistically significant only in models with the full set

of covariates. Residuals produced by the first-stage equation for regular smoking are not

statistically significant and this may be also due to sample composition, since more than 50

percent of grandparents are regular smokers.

Table 3 presents results of the three-stage residual inclusion models exploring the effects

of both parental education and smoking, their interaction and the full set of covariates.

Here, parental education and smoking behaviours are binary variables indicating whether

respondents are highly educated (i.e. have completed college/university) or smokers (i.e.

either mothers’ smoking during pregnancy or whether at least one of the parents is a regular

smoker), respectively. In the first stage, the effects of grandparents’ education and smoking

behaviours (generation I) on corresponding parental variables (generation II) are separately

estimated as first-stage equations. Looking at Panel 1, we still observe highly statistically

significant and positive correlations between grandparents’ education/smoking and parents’

education/smoking behaviours.

Estimates in Panel 2 of Table 3 show that when parental education and maternal smoking

during pregnancy are included in the same second-stage equation (column 1), both parental

variables present highly statistically significant correlations with low birth weight. More

specifically, highly educated parents are associated with a decrease in children’s low birth

weight of around 10.2pp, while mothers’ smoking during pregnancy with an increase of

about 10.6pp. Importantly, parental low birth weight is still highly statistically significant

(3.6pp). Also, parental (good health) is correlated with a decreased probability of low birth

weight (1.9pp). Overall, these findings appear to be line with the most recent evidence

on the determinants of birth weight (Eshaghnia and Heckman, 2023). Column 2 includes

estimates of the combined effects of parental education and regular smoking. In this case,

only parental education appears to be statistically significant with a coefficient of similar

magnitude to the one of column 1 (around 9.7pp). Notably, the interactions between parental

education and the different smoking behaviours across the two three-stage models (columns

1 and 2 of Panel 2) do not seem to be statistically significant. This might indicate that
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while parental education and maternal smoking during pregnancy appear to affect birth

weight, their corresponding effects might operate independently of each other. Moreover,

the exogeneity tests based on the statistical significance of the residuals from the first-stage

equations confirm previous results found in Table 2.

Table 4 shows results obtained replicating the baseline model presented in Table 2 by

descendants of the same biological-sex (i.e. grandfathers-fathers-sons vs grandmothers-

mothers-daughters). Here, Panel 1 explores intergenerational correlations between grand-

mothers and mothers (columns 1-3) as well as grandfathers and fathers (columns 4-5) for

education and smoking behaviours.8 We observe strong intergenerational correlations in edu-

cation levels across descendants of both sexes, with estimated coefficients of between around

17.6-23.3pp (columns 1 and 4), which appear to be broadly in line with previous evidence on

the intergenerational transmission of education (Holmlund et al., 2011). We also find strong

and highly statistically significant intergenerational correlations of smoking behaviour across

the first two generations regardless of biological sex (columns 2-3 and 4-5).

Panel 2 shows estimates of second-stage equations on the effects of parental education and

smoking on low birth weight by grandsons and granddaughters separately. Results show that

the effect of maternal (higher) education on female children’s health does not appear to be

statistically significant (Panel 2, column 1), while paternal (higher) education is associated

with a highly statistically significant decrease in low birth weight by around 3.1pp (Panel

2, column 4). These findings point towards a positive influence of higher levels of paternal

education on their children’s birth weight. A potential explanation may be that higher

paternal education increases household income through higher returns to education and

assortative mating (and the latter appears to be confirmed by the similar levels of education

achieved by both parents in our data, see Table 1). This may ultimately allow parents to

access better health care or prenatal resources which might positively affect birth weight. In

addition, it might also be possible that highly educated fathers could present a higher level

of “health literacy” (i.e. the ability to understand and process health-related information)

which has also been linked to better child health outcomes, (Jarosz and Gugushvili, 2020).

8Note that same-biological sex descendants models looking at male individuals only includes parental
regular smoking, but not mothers’ smoking behaviour.
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Moreover, though we notice strong intergenerational correlation between mothers’ and

daughters’ smoking behaviours in the first stage, in this case smoking during pregnancy

does not appear to affect daughters’ low birth weight. This might suggest that results

found in the main analysis about the effects of smoking during pregnancy are mainly driven

by male children. Also, the effect of parental regular smoking on birth weight appears to

be predominantly influenced by fathers (Panel 2, column 5), although the corresponding

coefficient is only weakly statistically significant.

Importantly, as evidenced by the recent study of Giuntella et al. (2023), both maternal

and paternal low birth weight emerge as relevant factors affecting birth weight, although

they are only strongly statistically significant (at 5 percent) when considering the effect

of parental education (Panel 2, columns 1 and 4). Furthermore, maternal general health

appears to be a consistently relevant control variable for low birth weight, implying that

better maternal health is associated with a lower probability of low birth weight throughout

all models looking at daughters (Panel 2, columns 1-3). It might be possible that the positive

effect of overall good maternal health could partially compensate for the negative effects of

smoking, thus explaining, at least to some extent, the non-statistically significant coefficients

of maternal smoking during pregnancy and regular smoking. Indeed, it might be the case

that such results are also driven by a relatively small sample size.

6 Robustness checks and heterogeneity analysis

This section proposes several robustness checks aimed at exploring the validity of our ap-

proach as well as the sensitivity of the main results. These include re-estimating our main

models while minimising the potential direct effects of grandparents’ smoking on children’s

health while in utero and the use of an instrumental variable for parental education. These

additional findings are complemented by an heterogeneity analysis based on ethnicity (white

versus non-white parents), further sensitivity tests on alternative sub-samples, and a discus-

sion on the potential role played by the birth weight of parents included in all models as a

relevant control.
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6.1 Minimising fetal exposure to grandparents’ smoking

One of the assumptions implied by our empirical approach is that grandparents’ education

and smoking behaviour should not have direct effects on their grandchildren’s birth weight.

In other words, grandparents’ (generation I) education and smoking are allowed to influence

their grandchildren’s (generation III) health at birth only via the “middle generation”, i.e.

the parents of the children (generation II). While this might be reasonable to assume for

grandparents’ education, it might not be categorically excluded that some of the grandchil-

dren’s birth weights used in this study may be partly influenced by grandparents’ smoking

behaviour. For example, grandparents’ smoking could directly affect grandchildren’s low

birth weight, if children were directly exposed to grandparents’ smoking while in utero. For

this reason and to minimise prenatal exposure to grandparents’ smoking, the models for

parental smoking behaviours are re-estimated by restricting the sample to those children

whose grandparents passed away at the start of the study (see Table 5), that is before their

grandchildren were born. This should avoid the direct influence of grandparents’ smoking

on their grandchildren’s health.

Looking at Table 5, Panel 1 shows a strong intergenerational correlation between grand-

parents’ (generation I) and parents’ (generation II) smoking behaviour, both for smoking

during pregnancy (column 1) and regular smoking (column 2). In Panel 2, results suggest

that both maternal smoking during pregnancy and parental regular smoking are associated

with increases in the probability of low birth weight by around 29pp and 20pp, respectively.

Although the coefficients are less precisely estimated compared to the ones of the baseline

models (and this might be due to the greatly reduced sample size), they appear to broadly

confirm the main results.

6.2 Instrumental variable (IV) analysis for parental education

The validity of our results is further explored using an instrumental variable for parental

education. Specifically, we exploit results from Sabia and Rees (2011) who estimated the

effect of children’s migraine headache on their educational outcomes using parents’ migraine

headache (specifically, maternal migraine headache) as an instrument on data from Add
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Health.9 Their approach implies that parents’ migraine (the instrument) should affect chil-

dren’s education (the outcome) via children’s migraine (the treatment). We leverage on the

established correlation between parental migraine headache and children’s education and use

grandparents’ migraine headache and as instrument for parental education in our analysis

when estimating the effects of parental education on grandchildren’s birth weight.

The results of this additional analysis are presented in Table 6. Panel 1 of Table 6

shows the first stage of this IV approach looking at the correlation between grandparents’

migraine headache and parental education. As expected, grandparents’ migraine headache

is negatively correlated with parental education and this effect, according to Sabia and Rees

(2011), should pass through parental migraine headache.10 Results of the second stage of

the IV approach are reported in Panel 2 and appear to suggest that parental education,

instrumented with grandparents’ migraine headache, contributes to a decrease of around

1.6pp of the probability of low birth weight. This also seems to confirm statistical significance

and size of the effects found in our baseline estimates.

6.3 Heterogeneity analysis by ethnicity

Our baseline two-stage residual inclusion models are further re-estimated by focusing on

the ethnicity of individuals in generations I and II, broadly defined as white vs non-white.

Panel 1 of Table 7 shows that the intergenerational correlations of education and smoking

behaviours between generations I and II are once again confirmed. Panel 2 shows results from

the second stage equations suggesting that the effect of parental education on birth weight

is only statistically significant for white parents (while for non-whites the corresponding

estimate is still negative but not statistically significant). While this result appears to be

interesting, we should point out that it could, at least in part, simply reflect the sample

composition of Add Health, which includes a booster sample of African-American students

with highly educated parents. As for smoking, this heterogeneity analysis seems to indicate

9Note that since their study was only focused on the relationship between parents and children, parents
and children in their case would refer to generations I grandparents and generations II parents in our analysis,
respectively.

10We also tested the correlation between grandparents’ and parents’ migraine headache directly on our
data and found it to be strongly statistically significant. Estimates are available upon request.
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that maternal smoking during pregnancy appears to be particularly detrimental for non-

white children (around 30pp increase in low birth weight). This could be explained to

some degree by the higher probability of maternal smoking during pregnancy that has been

observed among non-white individuals (Yang et al., 2014).

6.4 Further tests and parental birth weight

We also performed additional tests to further ensure the overall reliability of our findings.11

Since evidence from medical studies suggest that birth weight tend to increase with birth

order (e.g. Bohn et al., 2021) we re-estimated our models by restricting our sample to

generation III first-born children only, as in Currie and Moretti (2003). Results are very

similar and do not appear to suggest a substantial penalty for first-born children in terms

of a lower probability of low birth weight. We also replicated our main two-stage residual

inclusion models using a continuous variable for birth weight as an alternative outcome.

Once again, estimates reflect those obtained by our baseline models.

Finally, it should be noted that our models include the birth weight of the parents

(more specifically, whether parents were also born with a low birth weight) as an impor-

tant control. This is relevant as another assumption of our empirical approach exploiting

multi-generational information is the absence of a direct effect of the grandparents’ ge-

netic endowment on their grandchildren’s birth weight. Although specific genetic factors are

strongly correlated with individual traits and health conditions, evidence suggests they often

explain a small portion of the variation of children’s health outcomes (Hirschhorn and Daly,

2005; Gibson, 2012; Price et al., 2015). In this case, grandparents’ genetic traits related to

education and smoking behaviour are not expected to have a strong residual direct effect

on grandchildren’s birth weight via their partly shared genetic endowment.12 However, it

might be possible that an interaction between genetic and environmental factors could have

11All corresponding results are available upon request.
12In the case of grandparents’ education, this would imply that the level of education of a grandparent

might influence their grandchildren’s birth weight somehow directly and genetically and not just indirectly
via the potentially improved socioeconomic status of their offspring (i.e. grandchildren’s parents). In the
case of smoking, this would assume that the genetic factors increasing the probability of smoking behaviour
among the grandparents would have a residual direct effect on their grandchildren’s birth weight not just
through the smoking behaviour of their children (the grandchildren’s parents).
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a residual direct effect on birth weight (Jami et al., 2021; Bohacek and Mansuy, 2013). To

account for the roles of such residual unobserved gene-environment interactions via grand-

parents, parental birth weight is included in all analyses. This should control for the genetic

predisposition to low birth weight that, through the interaction with the overall environment,

could directly affect our outcome of interest across generations. As already pointed out in

the results’ section, parental birth weight is always highly statistically significant and with

a positive sign, implying that parents with low birth weight might have a higher probability

of having children with low birth weight. As a result, the effect found for our key variables

(parental education and smoking behaviours) should be net of these residual unobserved

gene-environment interactions.

7 Conclusions

This paper explores the influence of parental education and different smoking behaviours

on children’s birth weight by exploiting rich intergenerational information across three gen-

erations from Add Health. Our main empirical approach is based on a two-stage residual

inclusion model, which allows harnessing the intergenerational correlations of education and

smoking behaviours to help identifying the effects of the parental variables on birth weight,

while also accounting for unobserved confounders. We contribute directly to the current

literature by providing a more comprehensive examination of different pathways through

education and several smoking behaviours that may affect birth weight, a highly relevant

early-life health outcome with major long-term effects, and exploiting multi-generational

data.

In line with previous studies (e.g. Currie and Moretti, 2003), results suggest that higher

levels of parental education may have a positive effect on children’s health by reducing

the probability of low birth weight and this is confirmed by an alternative model using an

instrumental variable for parental education. Our heterogeneity analyses indicate that this

appears to be driven mainly by the influence of fathers’ education on their sons’ birth weight

and by white parents.

Also consistent with prior research (Pereira et al., 2022), maternal smoking during preg-
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nancy seems to be associated with an increase in the occurrence of low birth weight. Nonethe-

less, this effect is only found to be highly statistically significant in our baseline models.

Overall, parental regular smoking before and during the pregnancy appears to have smaller

and only weakly statistically significant effects throughout all of our models. Importantly,

a robustness check excluding a direct effect of grandparents’ smoking on children while in

utero, substantially confirm the larger correlation between mothers’ smoking during preg-

nancy and low birth weight, yet estimates of both mothers’ smoking during pregnancy and

parental regular smoking are only weakly significant. A series of robustness checks such as

using alternative sample restrictions and a different definition of the outcome variable also

appear to support the main results.

We also provide estimates of three-stage residual inclusion models including effects of

both parental education and, alternatively, one of the smoking behaviours (either maternal

smoking during pregnancy or parental regular smoking) together with their interactions.

Whereas these models confirm highly statistically significant estimates of higher parental

education and mothers’ smoking during pregnancy, there is no evidence of meaningful in-

teractions between parental education and any of the parental smoking behaviours. This

might suggest that education and smoking may influence low birth weight independently of

each other. Importantly, all models also include parental low birth weight to account for the

persistence of low birth weight across generations.

Our results might offer useful evidence to help informing policies aimed at improving

child health outcomes and increasing birth weight. More specifically, interventions aimed

at reducing school dropout coupled with health promotion initiatives targeting smoking

prevention and cessation, especially during pregnancy, could increase awareness on the long-

lasting impact that these choices can have on child health. While smoking cessation services

should be especially designed for future mothers who are current smokers, initiatives to

contain early exists from school could be particularly effective if targeted at male students,

given that (future) fathers seem to play a major role in improving birth weight, especially

through higher levels of education.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics

Mean SD Min Max N
Generation I
Grandparents’ education (sum of years) 24.58 7.49 0 40 7465
Grandmother education (years) 13.84 2.69 0 20 6876
Grandfather education (years) 13.81 2.78 0 20 5882

Grandparents’ smoking (at least one) 0.69 0.46 0 1 8065
Grandmother smoking 0.51 0.50 0 1 7816
Grandfather smoking 0.61 0.49 0 1 5898

Married 0.68 0.47 0 1 7011
Grandparents’ migraine (at least one) 0.34 0.47 0 1 6776
Generation II
Parental education (years) 15.01 2.15 9 23 7857
Mother education (years) 15.21 2.10 9 23 4734
Father education (years) 14.70 2.17 9 23 3122

Maternal smoking during pregnancy 0.14 0.34 0 1 8219
Parental regular smoking (at least one) 0.36 0.48 0 1 8192
Vocabulary test 63.28 10.25 0 87 7821
Myopic behaviour 0.14 0.35 0 1 8234
Risky attitude 0.40 0.49 0 1 8234
Extroversion 0.18 0.38 0 1 5476
Neuroticism 0.08 0.28 0 1 8219
Conscientiousness 0.15 0.36 0 1 8206
Ethnicity (White) 0.51 0.50 0 1 8234
Female 0.60 0.49 0 1 8233
Low birth weight 0.11 0.31 0 1 6586
Overall good health 0.91 0.29 0 1 8231
BMI 22.74 4.30 11.21 51.37 8045
Migraine 0.13 0.34 0 1 6932
Generation III
Low birth weight ( ≤ 2.5 kg) 0.10 0.30 0 1 16707
Birth weight (lb) (0.45-6.8 kg) 7.19 1.38 1 15 16004
Female 0.50 0.50 0 1 16893
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Table 2: The effects of parental education and smoking on low birth weight

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Panel 1 - IGT generations I and II

YoEd genII SmokpreggenII RegSmok genII

YoEdgenI 0.085*** 0.062***
(0.003) (0.003)

RegSmokgenI 0.109*** 0.106*** 0.177*** 0.179***
(0.006) (0.006) (0.009) (0.009)

Controls ✓ ✓ ✓
Panel 2 - Effects on Low birth weight
YoEdgenII -0.011** -0.013***

(0.005) (0.003)
SmokpreggenII 0.089 0.103***

(0.054) (0.033)
RegSmokgenII 0.056* 0.044*

(0.032) (0.026)
Low BWgenII 0.036*** 0.036*** 0.037***

(0.010) (0.010) (0.010)
Gen HealthgenII -0.019** -0.017* -0.019*

(0.010) (0.010) (0.010)
BMIgenII -0.001 -0.001 -0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
FemalegenIII 0.016*** 0.017*** 0.016***

(0.006) (0.005) (0.005)
First-stage residual 0.008* 0.012*** -0.083 -0.102*** -0.044 -0.034

(0.005) (0.003) (0.055) (0.034) (0.032) (0.026)
N 11451 11451 12365 12365 12349 12349
Significance levels: *** 1% ** 5% * 10% bootstrap SE (reps 1000)

ControlsgenI : married; ControlsgenII : vocabulary; sex; extroverted; neurotic; conscientious; risk lover; myopic
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Table 3: Combined effects of parental education and smoking

(1) (2)
Panel 1 - IGT generations I and II
HighEdgenII

YoEdgenI 0.010*** 0.010***
(0.001) (0.001)

Controls ✓ ✓
SmokpreggenII
RegSmokgenI 0.104***

(0.007)
Controls ✓
RegSmokgenII
RegSmokgenI 0.181***

(0.009)
Controls ✓
Panel 2 - Effects on Low birth weight
HighEdgenII -0.102*** -0.097***

(0.025) (0.025)
SmokpreggenII 0.106***

(0.035)
HighEdgenII#SmokpreggenII -0.032

(0.029)
RegSmokgenII 0.008

(0.028)
HighEdgenII#RegSmokgenII -0.010

(0.021)
Low BirthweightgenII 0.036*** 0.036***

(0.010) (0.010)
General HealthgenII -0.019* -0.022**

(0.011) (0.011)
BMIgenII -0.001 -0.001

(0.001) (0.001)
FemalegenIII 0.016*** 0.016***

(0.006) (0.006)
First-stage residual Edu 0.111*** 0.106***

(0.027) (0.025)
First-stage residual Smokpreg -0.108***

(0.035)
First-stage residual RegSmok 0.001

(0.029)
N 11310 11292
Significance levels: *** 1% ** 5% * 10% bootstrap SE (reps 1000)

HighEd is binary indicating high education (≥ 17 years of education)
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Table 4: Heterogeneity analysis: same-sex descendants

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel 1 - IGT generations I and II

Grandmothers - Mothers Grandfathers - Fathers
YoEdgenII SmokpreggenII RegSmokgenII YoEdgenII RegSmokgenII

Mother’s YoEdgenI 0.233***
(0.013)

Mother’s RegSmokgenI 0.155*** 0.201***
(0.012) (0.014)

Father’s YoEdgenI 0.176***
(0.018)

Father’s RegSmokgenI 0.092***
(0.023)

Controls ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Panel 2 - Effects on Low birth weight of:

Daughters Sons
YoEdgenII 0.003 -0.031***

(0.006) (0.008)
SmokpreggenII 0.087

(0.063)
RegSmokgenII 0.038 0.244*

(0.047) (0.125)
Low BirthweightgenII 0.033** 0.028* 0.029* 0.055** 0.025

(0.017) (0.016) (0.016) (0.026) (0.025)
General HealthgenII -0.057*** -0.041** -0.044** 0.005 0.010

(0.021) (0.020) (0.020) (0.028) (0.025)
BMIgenII 0.001 0.001 0.001 -0.005*** -0.004***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
First-stage residual -0.005 -0.082 -0.043 -0.677*** -0.231*

(0.006) (0.064) (0.048) (0.008) (0.125)
N 5360 5360 5360 3168 3168
Significance levels: *** 1% ** 5% * 10% bootstrap SE (reps 1000)

ControlsgenI : married; ControlsgenII : vocabulary; sex; extroverted; neurotic; conscientious; risk lover; myopic
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Table 5: Robustness check: deceased grandparents

(1) (2)
Panel 1 - IGT generations I and II

SmokpreggenII RegSmokgenII
RegSmokgenI 0.081*** 0.196***

(0.021) (0.026)
Controls ✓ ✓
Panel 2 - Effects on Low birth weight
SmokpreggenII 0.291*

(0.150)
RegSmokgenII 0.196*

(0.118)
Low BirthweightgenII 0.033 0.028

(0.032) (0.032)
General HealthgenII -0.060 -0.060

(0.041) (0.040)
BMIgenII -0.002 -0.002

(0.002) (0.002)
FemalegenIII 0.014 0.019

(0.020) (0.020)
First-stage residual -0.304** -0.163

(0.152) (0.117)
N 1442 1442
Significance levels: *** 1% ** 5% * 10% bootstrap SE (reps 1000)
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Table 6: Robustness check: IV for parental education

(1)
Panel 1 - IGT generations I and II
YoEdgenII

MigrainegenI -0.336***
(0.040)

Controls ✓
Panel 2 - Effects on Low birth weight
YoEdgenII -0.016***

(0.004)
Low BirthweightgenII 0.033***

(0.010)
General HealthgenII -0.019*

(0.010)
BMIgenII -0.001

(0.001)
FemalegenIII 0.017***

(0.006)
N 11383
Significance levels: *** 1% ** 5% * 10%
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Table 7: Heterogeneity analysis: ethnicity

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Panel 1 - IGT generations I and II

White Non-White
YoEd Smokpreg RegSmok YoEd Smokpreg RegSmok

YoEdgenI 0.070*** 0.056***
(0.004) (0.003)

RegSmokgenI 0.125*** 0.201*** 0.055*** 0.126***
(0.010) (0.013) (0.007) (0.011)

Controls ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Panel 2 - Effects on Low birth weight
YoEdgenII -0.012*** -0.008

(0.004) (0.005)
SmokpreggenII 0.026 0.303***

(0.031) (0.072)
RegSmokgenII 0.060* -0.010

(0.032) (0.037)
Low BirthweightgenII 0.019 0.020 0.018 0.046*** 0.046*** 0.048***

(0.014) (0.013) (0.013) (0.014) (0.013) (0.013)
General HealthgenII -0.029** -0.024* -0.021 -0.011 -0.009 -0.016

(0.014) (0.013) (0.013) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014)
BMIgenII 0.001 0.001 0.001 -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
FemalegenIII 0.014** 0.014* 0.013* 0.018** 0.020** 0.019**

(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.009) (0.008) (0.008)
First-stage residual 0.011*** -0.019 -0.036 0.006 -0.295*** 0.013

(0.004) (0.032) (0.032) (0.006) (0.074) (0.039)
N 8431 8431 8431 8706 8706 8706
Significance levels: *** 1% ** 5% * 10% bootstrap SE (reps 1000)

ControlsgenI : married; ControlsgenII : vocabulary; sex; extroverted; neurotic; conscientious; risk lover; myopic
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